**Change of scene ... using your sketches in different compositions**

**Objective:** make a collage using sketch studies to form a complete composition.

“*change your attitude, change your world*” ... *change your perspective/background view, change your world*

**Assignment:** make three collages using your sketches to put them into different scenes. You may use one sketch per scene or combine several into one composition. Try to maintain the sketch like quality in the overall appearance.

*Refer to collage examples shown in class and these drawings below:*

![Collage Examples](http://drawsite.com/production%20jpegs/set%20samples/sets2.jpg) someone walking ... where will it be? ... change the background, change the scene.

![Collage Examples](http://drawsite.com/production%20jpegs/agency%20boards/ad3.png) someone sitting? .. make a story